Classes of non-quasianalytic functions on Rn are usually defined by imposing conditions on the derivatives of the functions. For example, if (Mp)pEN0 is an appropriate sequence of positive numbers, one defines 8(~)(R"):={fEC~(R")[ for each compact set K in R" and each h>0 sup sup If(') (x)l(h I'IMI~t)-I < ~}; d~ ") is defined similarly (replacing the all quantifier over h by an existence quantifier). Continuing the classical work of E. Borel [5] and on sequences (a~)~N~ implying the existence of fCg~u~)(R ") (resp. N{M~} (R") with f~')(0)=a~ for all ~CN~+
In the present note we study this question and a version of Whitney's extension theorem for the non-quasianalytic classes doo,(R ") which have been introduced by Beurling [2] and Bj/Srck [3] using the Fourier transform. Most familiar function classes, like the Gevrey classes, can be obtained by both methods (Mp=(pI) s or o9(x)= ]x] l/s, s> 1). However, in general, the two definitions lead to different classes.
To define d%(R") we vary Beurling's approach a bit. We assume that o9: R+[0, ~,[ is a continuous function having the following properties:
.. o9(2t) ,o ,. logt (i) nm sup--< and nm--= 0; '+*+ o9 (t) t+ 09 (t) ogCt) (ii) fs: 1 + at <=;
(iii) q3: t~og(e t) is a convex function on R.
By qg* we denote the Young conjugate of ~o1[0, o~[, and we put g'~(R"):={ fEC~(R")tsup~CN~,~j=<msup ,f(~)(x)]exp(-mg*(J~-)} <:co for all mEN}.
Then the main result of the present paper states that the following assertions are equivalent:
(
1) For each compact convex set K in R ~ with I( # 0 a Whitney field f = ( f~), ~ r~ C (K)N~ is of the form f=(g(')lK),~N~ for some gEgo(R") iff for each mEN sup sup,f~(x)}exp['m9*([--~--)l<oo.
~EN~ xEK ( 
2) The characterization in (1) holds for each set K= s ~, where s is a bounded open set with real-analytic boundary. (3) A sequence (a~,)~cN~ECN~ is of the form B~(g):=(g(~)(O))~cN3 for some gEgo(R ~) iff for each

~0(s)
:: t~-~tJt ~ds
is an increasing concave function with z(0)---0 which sat-
isfies (5) and o2(0 <= ~(t) <= Cco(t)+C for all t > 0.
This implies that the class g(M~) coincides with a class of type ~,o as soon as the sequence (Mp)pEN0 satisfies the conditions (M1), (M2) and (M3) of Komatsu [14] . As a consequence, our main theorem extends previous results of Ehrenpreis [11] and Komatsu [15] . The proof of our main result is based on the methods which were introduced by Carleson [9] and Ehrenpreis [11] . To sketch the idea, let 6~,o(K) denote the space of Whitney fields on K defined by the estimates in (1) . Then we use an argument of Taylor [26] and Whitney's extension theorem to show that 6~,(K)~, the dual space of go(K) equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on the bounded subsets of go(K), is isomorphic to a weighted space AI, x(C ") of entire functions by the Fourier--Laplace transform. Since go,(R"); is also isomorphic to a weighted space Ap(C") of entire functions, a theorem of Dieudonn6 and Schwartz implies that the restriction map Qr: go,(R")-* go,(K) is surjective if and only if the inclusion map J: Ap,,(C")--,-Ap(C") is an injective topological homomorphism. Because of this characterization one can use the Phragm6n--Lindel6f principle and estimates of the harmonic extension P,o of~o to show that Qr is surjective if Po, = O(o9), which is equivalent to (4) and (5) . If this condition does not hold then one can use Hfrmander's L~-estimates for the solutions of 0-problems to show that J is not a topological homomorphism.
To indicate a further consequence of our main theorem, assume that to satisfies (i)--(iii) and (4) and let go,({0}, R") denote the Fr6chet space of all sequences (a~),eN~ in CN~ which are defined by the estimates in (3). Then one would like to know whether the Borel map B,: go, (R") ~ go, ({0}, R ~) admits a continuous linear right inverse E,. Using a result of [19] we show that the condition for each C>I there exist 6>0 and R0>0 with
is necessary for the existence of E,. In [21] we show that (,) is also sufficient.
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Weight functions
In this section we fix some notation and introduce the weight functions 09 which will be used subsequently. Without further reference we shall use the standard notation from complex analysis (see H6rmander [12] )and from functional analysis (see e.g. Schaefer [25] ~x(0 (4)=*(1): Because of (4) (i) it suffices to show lira,, 0 lim supt~. --z(et-----S=0" To prove this, note that z satisfies z(2y)_<_:e(y) and hence 2
x(2"y) -< n(2"-Xy) 2" --2 "-1 for each n(N and each y->0. Since x is increasing, this implies by (4) (ii)
for Y>=Yo. Next let 0<e<-~ -be given and choose nCN with 2.+l<=e<-ff -.
Then we have for all large t>0 and t=2"+ly Hence co satisfies 1.3 (3). Next assume that co satisfies one of the equivalent conditions (1)--(4) of Proposition 1.3. qhen it follows easily from 1.3(2) that co satisfies condition 1.1(e). ~Ihis and 1.3(3) implies the existence of positive numbers C1 and C~ such that for z=x+iy with x->O, y->O and x+y->l we have
By the symmetry properties of co and the Poisson kernel, this implies (,).
Examples. (a)
It is easy to check that the following functions co satisfy the general conditions in 1.1 and 1.1 (~), (y), (6) and (e) (after a suitable change on [--A, A] for some A > 0).
By Proposition 1.3 they are equivalent (in the sense of 1.3 (4) (i)) to an increasing concave function having the same properties
(b) For a>i there exists co satisfying the general conditions of 1.1 as well as 1.1(~)', (fl), (y)' and (6) such that for all large [tl we have ~o(t)=ltl(log [tl) -~ By Corollary 1.4 this function does not satisfy condition 1.2(e).
In Section 2 we shall use the following lemma: Now the result is an obvious consequence of (2) and (3).
Spaces of entire functions
In this section we prove the main results of the present article, formulated in terms of entire functions. To state them in an appropriate way, we first introduce the (DF)-spaces which we are going to use. In doing this, we denote by A(C") the algebra of all entire functions on C". and we endow Ax,(C n) with its natural inductive limit topology. If P=(.iP)j~N for some function p on C", then we write Ap(C") instead of Ap(C").
Definition. Let P=(PJ)jEN
Remark. From Montel's theorem it follows easily that At(C" ) is a (DFS)-space, i.e. the strong dual of a Fr6chet--Schwartz space. Proof. Since h<=Mg, it follows easily that Y is a continuous linear map. Since Ae(C" ) and Ap(C") are (DFS)-spaces, the lemma of Baernstein [1] , p. 29, implies that d is a topological homomorphism iff for each bounded set B in Ap(C") the set Y-I(B) is bounded in Ae(C" ). To show that this holds, let B be fixed. Without loss of generality we can assume that for suitable A, D>0 we have 
J-I(B)
will
J-~(B) c {f<Ae(C")l[f(z)t <=A" exp(h(Imz)+D'~(z)) for all zEC}.
To prove (2) 
F: C ~ C, F(w);=f(a+wb)
is an entire function of exponential type and that
The definition of a and b implies la+wbl ~ = lal=+lwl e -ZT-~ c~+lwl 2 := c~+ Iwl =-Since co satisfies 1.1(c0, we can assume w.l.o.g, that o~(2t)<=Kco(t) for all t>0.
Then the definition of c3 implies
~(a + wb) = o~((c~+lwl~) ~/~) <= o~(c+ Iwl) <= g(~o(c)+~(W)).
Hence the choice of a and b and the properties of h and g together with (1) and (3) imply that F satisfies the following estimates for all wCC with Im w>0: 
because of 1.2(b).
Now note that by hypothesis there exists E -> _ 1 with
Hence we get from (6), (7) and (8) 
IF(w) l -<-A exp ((Ira w) h (b) + DKE~5 (w) + DKE + DKco (c)) <-Ae ~ exp (h (Im (a + wb)) +DKE(~ (w) + co (c)))
<-Ae DKe exp (h (Im (a + wb)) + 2DEKd9 (a + wb))
and consequently
If(z)[ ~ A' exp (h(Im z) + B'N(z)),
where A':=Ae ~ and D':=2DEK. This proves that (2) holds and completes the proof. Proof. Obviously, the result follows from:
(1) There exists an unbounded sequence (gj)j~N in Av(C n) for which (J(gj))jcN is bounded in Ap(Cn).
To prove this, we use the hypothesis to find a sequence (ai)jc N in C with P~(aj) limj_oo (5(aj) ~o. Without loss of generality we can assume that Im aj>0 for all j~N. We claim that the following holds:
Claim. 
Iz-aj[~l
Then we choose cpE~(C) with supp r 0-<~o-<1 and q~(z)=l for lzl_<-~ and we define ujE~(C) by
Since 09 satisfies 1.1(7) we get from (5) and Lemma 1.9: There exist L=>I and M>0 such that for all jEN is a continuous subharmonic function because of (4). From Lemma 1.9 it follows that we can assume w.l.o.g, that Imaj->l for all jEN. Hence (6) and (8) imply by (7) f ( 
9) c luJ(z)]2 exp (--2Zwj(z)) d2(z) <-M for all jEN.
Since ~uj=0, it follows from H6rmander [12] Since wj= O(log (1 + Izl =) it follows by standard arguments that fj is a polynomial.
By (4) and 1.6(b) we have wj<=Po for each jCN. Hence it follows from (11) and Lemma 1.9 that (fa)j~N satisfies condition (2). Since fj(aj)=exp (Po,(aj)), condition (3) also holds.
Extension of ultradifferentiable functions
In this section we introduce the classes Ro,(R") (resp. 8,o(K)) of r ferentiable functions of Beurling type on R" (resp. on a compact subset of R"). Then we use the results of the preceding section to derive necessary and sufficient conditions on o~ for the restriction map OK: go, (R")-+ go, (K) to be surjective. (
Definition. (a)
2) exp(-mq~*(--~)J<-Ce-Jexp[-l~o*(-~)).
Since K is convex and contains the origin it follows easily from (1) that ft converges tofon K with all its derivatives as t tends to 1. Hence (2) implies that for each mEN and jEN we have Proof. It is easy to check that f~(#) is in AI,(C ") for each pES~,(K)' (see Braun, Meise and Taylor [6] ) and that f# is a continuous linear map. Lemma 3.5 implies the injectivity of ~#. Hence the result follows from the open mapping theorem provided that we prove the surjectivity of fg. To do this, we use the idea of proof of Taylor [26] (o(z) ) for all zEC ".
Since o2 satisfies 1.1(0 0 and (7)' it is easy to check that a slight variation of the proof of H6rmander [12] , 4.4.3, can be used to prove the existence of A>0, l, yEN and of a function GEA(C"• which has the following properties:
for all (z, w)EC"• ~.
If we fix zEC ~ then G(z, , ) is in A(C'). Hence we have (4)
G(z, w) = Z~N ~ Q~(z)w ~,
where
for r=(r~, ..., r,)ER~_. Estimating (5) by (3) we get for each aEN~ Then we note that the multiplication operator Mz: A~(C)~A~(C), Mz(f): z~,.zf(z) is continuous. Hence its adjoint is also continuous. By Meise [17] , 2.4, and Meise and Taylor [18] , 1.10, A,~(C); can be identified with the sequence space 6%({0}) (0ER). With this identification M~ equals the backward shift operator. It is easy to check that the continuity of this operator implies:
There exist pEN and L>0 such that for each jEN o and Hence we get from (8), (9) and (10) (8), (4) and (2) 
This shows that cg is surjective and completes the proof.
Remark. From the proof of Proposition 3.6 one can easily derive the following result on the local structure of ultradistributions in ~0,(R~) ", which corresponds to Komatsu [14] It is easy to cheek that fq is a linear topological isomorphism and that the diagram (1) is also commutative in this case. Since f# and ~-are linear topological isomorphisms it is obvious that 0~: is an injective topological homomorphism if and only if J has this property. Since o9 satisfies condition 1.1(e), Proposition 1.7 implies that the hypotheses of Proposition 2.2 are satisfied, which proves that 0~ is an injeetive topological homomorphism. This implies that Or is a surjective topological homomorphism (see e.g. Schaefer [25] , IV, 7.8). Proof. The implications (1):~(3), (2)=*(3) and (4)~(5) hold trivially. By Proposition 3.9 we have the implications (3)=*(6) and (5)=*(6). The implications (6)=*(1) and (6)==*(4) hold by Proposition 3.7, while (6)=--,(2) holds by Corollary 3.8. "Ihe equivalence of (6), (7), (8) and (9) was proved in 1.3 and the remark following 1.3. Since g is subadditive, this implies (2) o~t(2t) <--g(2t) <_-2x(t) <= 2CO~M(t)+2C for all t > 0.
By Komatsu [14] , 3.6, (M2) implies the existence of D>0 with Remark. It is an interesting question to know if Whitney's extension theorem holds for the classes 8~, and arbitrary compact subsets K of R n when o~ is a weight function satisfying 3.10(6). For the classes d{MA Bruna [8] has shown this to be the case, provided that the sequence (M~)~,~N ~ satisfies some conditions which are stronger than (M1), (M2) and (M3). We suspect it is also the case here. However, our use of Fourier transform methods makes it difficult to treat the case of arbitrary compact sets.
By Theorem 3.10 we know that the maps 0K and B, are surjective in many cases. In these cases one would like to know whether they also admit a continuous linear right inverse, i.e. whether one can do the extension with a continuous linear operator. For the ordinary C~-functions on R" it is known that B, does not admit a continuous linear right inverse (see Mityagin [23] ) and that a continuous linear extension operator exists for compact convex sets Kc R" with /s 0 (see "[idten [27] , 4.6). For the present classes of functions we shall treat this question in [21] (see the announcement [20] ). Here we use a result of our paper [19] to derive a necessary condition for the existence of a continuous linear right inverse of the Borel map B,. In [21] we prove that this condition is also sufficient. Proof. Let g~(R") denote the closed linear subspace of go~(R ") consisting of all functions which are periodic with respect to hypercube [-x, n] ~. Since g~(R ~) is the kernel of a system of difference equations it follows from Meise [17] , 3.7, that ~= (R ~) is isomorphic to a power series space of infinite type (for subadditive weight functions co see Yogt [29] , 7.7). IfB~ admits a continuous linear right inverse, then B,.=B[ o, (R) has this property too, and hence ~,({0}) is isomorphic to a linear topological subspace of g~(R"). This implies that g,~({0}) has the property (DN) of Vogt [23] . In the proof of Proposition 3.7 we have already remarked that P tl g,o({0})b---A~(C ). Hence 09 satisfies (.) by [19] , 3.1.
Example.
For l<s<~o define ogs: t~-~(max(0,1ogltl)) s. Then o9 is a weight function which satisfies 1.1 (5) . It is easy to check that co does not satisfy 3.12(.). Hence the Borel map Bn: o~,~(R")~g,o({0}) is surjective but does not admit a continuous linear right inverse.
